haviour and the connection between
these two. It has been shown that there
is a gradual softening of the shear
During three afternoons of the EPS General Conference,
modulus as the temperature is lowered
and that, at a temperature slightly
participants attended parallel sessions which had been
above the critical point, the cubic
organized by the Specialized Divisions of the Society. In
modification becomes unstable and
this section, we carry reports which have been contributed
there is a transition Into a tetragonal
mainly by the Chairmen of sessions.
phase. An essential feature of the
theory is that in these compounds the
transition metal ions are arranged in
Condensed Matter and
Atomic and
non-interacting linear chains, and this
Low Temperature Physics
Molecular Physics
results in a high degeneracy of the
(report contributed by H. van Rege- (report on the first session contributed electronic states. The degeneracy is
morter, Chairman of the EPS Special by N. Kurti and on the second session partially lifted by the shear strain : a
by A. Guinier, Chairmen)
ized Division on this topic)
Jahn-Teller effect affecting a band
rather than localized ions. There is a
Two afternoon sessions were de First session
sharp singularity in the electronic den
voted to lectures on atomic and
In the first lecture, T. Springer (Jü sity of states close to the Fermi level,
molecular physics. In the first lecture,
lich)
reviewed recent developments and it is this, rather than a strong
M.J. Seaton (London) considered the
problems of Bound States and Con in high resolution neutron spectro phonon-electron coupling, that is pro
tinuum States of Atomic Systems to scopy. A backscattering spectro posed to be responsible for the high
gether, since there was much to be meter has been developed so that critical temperatures of these com
gained by this approach. He consider misalignment hardly affects the reso pounds.
D. Shoenberg (Cambridge) gave
ed techniques for obtaining analytic lution. With this apparatus used at
a
high
flux
beam
reactor,
an
energy
a
comprehensive
account of the past,
continuation of the scattering matrix,
resolution
of
5X
10-7eV,
corresponding
of
the
present,
and
of the future pros
so as to underline the connection be
tween atomic structure calculations to a frequency resolution of about pects of the de Haas-van Alphen
and problems of electron-atom scatter 108s-1, has been achieved — a more effect, i. e. the oscillatory field de
ing. B. Fastrup (Aarhus) spoke about than hundredfold improvement on pendence of magnetization in metals.
Violent Ion-Atom Collisions at Moder previous instruments. However the Thanks to the theoretical interpretation
ate Nuclear Velocities which have method has the drawback that, since by Onsager and by I.M. Lifshitz, the
proved to be very efficient for the ion the Bragg angle is fixed, the energy effect has become perhaps the most
ization of inner atomic shells and for can be varied only slightly by Doppler effective and most widely used me
producing x-rays. In his talk Spectro motion. The analysis of the spectra thod for the study of the Fermi sur
scopy with Lasers, W. Demtröder (Kai permits the determination of rotational faces of metals. The ready availability
serslautern) reviewed the performances or translational relaxation times in the of very low temperatures, of intense
of wideband tunable dye lasers. He region of 10-3— 10-8s, thus providing and stable (or slowly and regularly
explained the basic principles of satu an overlap with nuclear magnetic changing) magnetic fields produced
ration spectroscopy, level crossing resonance and ultrasonic methods. with superconductors greatly helped
and double resonance spectroscopy Results of two series of investigations to extend the scope and the applica
bility of the method.
with lasers and photon echotechni- were given :
While Fermi surface determinations
ques. Demtröder also described the (a) Random rotations in molecular
rely
on the study of the frequencies of
crystals
e.g.
in
(solid)
methane.
investigation of ultra-fast transient
phenomena by pico-second pulse la (b) The diffusion of hydrogen in the de Haas-van Alphen oscillations, the
measurements of their amplitudes per
sers and the contribution of laser
Nb — H system. Measurements mit collection of information about the
spectroscopy to explaining collision
were done both above the ‘cri relaxation times and the spin pro
processes and relaxation phenomena.
tical’ point, where dissolved hy perties of electrons. In particular,
drogen behaves like a gas, and in measurements have been done on the
Opening the second afternoon ses
the ‘two-phase’ region. Agreement effect of magnetic impurities in metals
sion, G. zu Putlitz (Heidelberg) spoke
with the measurements of the (Kondo-effect) and, most recently at
about Optical Pumping of Ions. He
macroscopic diffusion coefficient Cambridge, on electronic g-factors.
underlined the drastic differences of
was good above the critical point,
the sizes of effects observed using
D. Shoenberg’s lecture was a mas
while an apparent disagreement terpiece of lucid and lively exposition
ions from the equivalent processes
at the critical point could be and some of his felicitous turns of
with neutral atoms.
resolved by allowing for the fact phrase have further enriched the
Relativistic Effects in Atomic Spec
that,
unlike the jump-times ob vocabulary of Fermiologists. ‘Swimming
troscopy were considered by S. Fetained
by neutron spectroscopy, in the Fermi sea’ is a well-known
neuille (Orsay). Amongst the topics
the
macroscopic
diffusion cons expression, but Shoenberg, in his
examined by new formalisms and com
tants
are
affected
by
the variation opening remarks extended these spor
putational techniques were transition
of
the
chemical
potential
with ting activities by saying that he would
probabilities, hyperfine structures, and
concentration.
only ‘skate on the Fermi surface’ and
isotope mass shifts. The only paper
In the second lecture, J. Labbé later, to characterize the ever-increas
on molecular physics was given by
K. Dressier (Zürich) who discussed (Orsay) gave an account of theoretical ing refinements of experimental tech
the information that may be obtained investigations to explain the high cri niques, he left the world of sport for
from the study of Optical Spectra of tical temperatures for superconduction that of cosmetics and said that one
Trapped Atoms and Molecules in low of A-15 compounds (e.g. Nb3Sn or can now ‘see every wrinkle on the
V3Si), their anomalous mechanical be- face of the Fermi surface’.
temperature molecular crystals.
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Second session
A problem still far from being solved
satisfactorily is the atomic structure
of solids. J.L. Beeby (Harwell) showed
that, In order to use the considerable
amount of experimental data now
available (from LEED, scattering of
atoms), decisive progress with theo
retical techniques is needed.
Superplasticity is one of the fields of
metal physics in full activity at the
moment. D.J. Dingley (Bristol) summa
rized the well-established facts, and
presented the general features of a
new theory of Ashby which seems to
be very promising. Finally, G. Amsel
(Paris) demonstrated the possibilities
of his method of surface analysis by
observation of nuclear Interactions.
Although the method can only be
used in specially equipped labora
tories, it has unique features (particu
larly, very high sensitivity) which
make it very important for solving a
wide variety of problems of physical
chemistry, surface technology, metal
lurgy, etc.

Computational Physics
(a general report by M.R. Feix (Chair
man of first session), and a report on
second session by H. Thomas (Chair
man of second session))
General report
The two afternoons organized by
the Computational Physics Group
were joint sessions respectively with
the Advisory Committee on Applied
Physics and Physics in Industry and
with the Physics in Astronomy Divi
sion. Moreover, no fewer than three
papers were devoted to plasma
physics.
The many aspects of the ‘computa
tional physics’ field were apparent.
In the conceptually simple problem
tackled by E.T. Ferguson (Eindhoven)
(electron gun design and electron
microscopy), the computer is an ex
cellent working tool to predict and
improve the performances of the de
sign apparatus. Optimization of spaceflights, dealt with by H. Göllnitz (Mu
nich), also has interesting problems
well simulated on the computer. If
we add accelerator studies, as des
cribed by N. Vogt-Nilsen (Geneva), we
find that the ‘orbits’ problem (Including
configuration of magnetic fields in
magnet design for fusion and acceler
ator machines) is well suited to the
computational approach used in prac
tical industrial problems. The optimis
tic view that the computer might now
be used for materials research was
given by J. Treusch (Dortmund).
Nevertheless, in solid state studies
(band structure calculations by Treusch
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and phonon spectra by K. Knorr (Gre
noble)) the theory is still very crude
(using, for example, the one electron
approximation), and experimental re
sults have to be Included In the cons
truction of working models. On the
other hand, the computer inspires
theoreticians to understand some
highly sophisticated and simplified
Ising models, as described by T.
Schneider (Zürich). Finally, in the
‘phase space problems’ (galactic,
plasma, and statistical mechanics)
described by M.R. Feix (Orleans) and
D. Biskamp (Garching), and also in
hydrodynamics (R. Sadourny (Paris)),
many models have been worked out.
The computer brings completely new
possibilities. For example, we can
follow the behaviour of one ‘test parti
cle’, or we can ‘experiment’ with differ
ent Initial conditions for the develop
ment of spiral arm structures in galax
ies.
Of course, numerical difficulties do
exist (especially in the phase space
problems), and we must look for the
best strategy to reduce, from 1024 to
105, the number of degrees of freedom
in order to adjust it to the storage
capacity of the computer. This induced
one speaker to point out a ‘pseudo
physics’, and that we must be careful
to keep this ‘pseudo-physics’ close
enough to the real world.
A word on the display problem — we
obtain a lot of information, and we
must use as much as we can. Films
actually seem the best way to grasp
the global situation quickly.
The last plenary talk (by Y. Le
Corre) was on the computer and the
teaching of physics with some classi
cal uses of the computer (a film of a
Schrödinger solution). The speaker
outlined the more ambitious task of
arranging that the computer should
‘talk physics’ with students — a field
where mathematics, logic, physics and
psychology combine and fully exhibit
the various uses of the computer.
Second session
The first three lectures of this ses
sion gave reports on the use of com
putational methods in various areas of
solid state physics. J. Treusch (Dort
mund) gave a concise survey of band
structure calculations, and discussed
the advantages and failures of the
various methods with respect to com
puter application. A summary of
results representative of the present
state of the theory demonstrated how
these calculations may be used for a
better understanding of properties of
ordered and amorphous semiconduc
tors, and for a pictorial representation
of metallic binding by contour plots of
the charge density. Treusch expressed
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his view that calculations of this kind
may in future become a valuable tool
in materials research. K. Knorr (Gre
noble) reported on a method to com
pute phonon spectra of superconduc
tors from measurements of their
tunneling characteristics. This method
requires the solution of a system of
coupled integral equations by a com
plex iteration scheme. The outline of
a computer programme was given : it
calculates the electronic density of
states by iterating an originally
guessed phonon spectrum until ex
perimental and computed data match.
Knorr illustrated that this method is so
sensitive that it shows the shift of the
phonon spectrum to lower frequencies
for disordered samples. T. Schneider
(Zürich) presented a film on a com
puter simulation of the dynamics of
a first order phase transition in an
Ising model just below Tc. The time
evolution of the microscopic state of
the system from a given initial state
and, in particular, the gradual reversal
of magnetization under sudden rever
sal of the external field could be
traced on the computer display. The
opinion was expressed that such com
puter investigations of an Idealized
system might inspire further studies of
the dynamics of clusters in the pro
cess of phase nucleation.

Nuclear Physics
(report contributed by W. Greiner,
Chairman)
In the session on Nuclear Physics,
four speakers covered a large field
ranging from nuclear structure of neu
tron rich isotopes via theoretical pre
dictions on superheavy nuclei and
large-scale shell model calculations
to three-body reactions. R. Klapisch
(Orsay) reported on exotic nuclei off
the stability line, which are produced
by high energy (24 GeV) proton bom
bardment of heavy nuclei (e.g. ura
nium). The resulting spallation pro
ducts are analyzed with the ISOLDE
mass spectrometer at CERN and a
number of neutron rich, light Isotopes
are found. One of the exciting ex
amples is the discovery of 32Na and
33Na (the most stable Na-isotope Is
23Na !). This allows a check of semiempirical mass formulae and particular
terms (symmetry energy) of the exotic
nuclei.
W. Szymanski (Warsaw) summarized
the various attempts at the prediction
of superheavy nuclei. The theoretical
concepts (shell corrections, collective
potentials and collective masses) were
presented in a fine talk, together with
the most recent expectations on the
lifetimes of the nuclei of the (Z= 114)island. During the talk, but also in the

following lively discussion, the cri
tical aspects of the calculations came
up, in particular, the zero-point energy
problem and the effect of the γ-degree
of freedom (oblate fission). Consider
ation of these latter effects leads to a
more realistic estimate of the lifetimes
of superheavy elements of the order
of 1-104 years.
A great demonstration of ‘computer
physics’ was given through the pre
sentation of a method for large-scale
shell model calculations by I.M. Irvine
(Manchester). The method of cons
tructing an optimal — though truncat
ed — Hilbert space for shell model
calculations by repeated application
of the nuclear shell model Hamiltonian
on a model state, followed by orthogonalization of the set, is appealing.
But it needs to be seen how the prac
tical results will turn out.
It was unfortunate that I.C. Organesjan (Dubna) could not come to deliver
his talk on ‘fission Induced by heavy
ions’. His replacement by W. Sandhas
(Mainz) allowed for a very clear pre
sentation of the latest theoretical and
experimental results on the threebody-problem. The main physical
insight resulting from several works on
this subject is the equality of the p-n
and n-n scattering length and thus of
the charge independence of nuclear
forces.

Plasma Physics
(report on the first session contributed
by B. Lehnert, and on the second
session by C.M. Braams, Chairmen)
First session
Of the two sessions organized by
the Plasma Physics Division, the first
concentrated mainly on the subject of
cosmic plasmas. The session started
with a lecture by R. Lust (Garching) on
Plasma Experiments in Space. Until
quite recently, theory in combination
with astronomical observations and
laboratory model experiments had
comprised the only methods of
tackling the problems of cosmic
plasma physics. During the last
decade, however, space techniques
have opened up the new possibility of
direct study of the cosmical plasmas.
By such experiments, it is now possi
ble to measure the physical para
meters of extra-terrestrial plasmas, as
well as to investigate their general
properties in a way which Is impossi
ble In the laboratory according to
scaling laws. In the lecture, several
examples were given of plasma ex
periments in space, such as the artifi
cial clouds released by the MaxPlanck-lnstitutfor Extraterrestrial Phys
ics. These clouds were launched in
order to study their interaction with

the surrounding plasma in space and
with arising electric and magnetic
fields. They comprised barium and
were ejected mainly at a height of
200 km, but also at 1000, 2000, 33 000
and 74 000 km. Simultaneous measure
ments of electric field were performed
at these altitudes. From the measure
ments, the corresponding plasma
‘winds’ were calculated, and the
electromagnetic dynamo action and
some of the instability modes of extra
terrestrial plasma could be studied.
When research on controlled fusion
started in the early 1950s, It was based
mainly on the relatively simple theo
retical models developed at that time
In plasma physics and magneto-hydro
dynamics in connection with applica
tions in cosmical physics. The con
frontation between these models and
laboratory experiments on magneti
cally confined, fully ionized plasmas
revealed large discrepancies, thus
initiating many years of extensive work
on the refinement and extension of
plasma theory. As described by B.
Coppi (Cambridge, USA), recent results
of laboratory experiments and parallel
theoretical investigations have led to
the understanding of processes such
as instability phenomena and transport
processes resulting from plasma tur
bulence. These processes are directly
relevant not only to fusion research
but also to the interpretation of astrophysical phenomena, such as those
involving the emission of energetic
particles and radiation. Examples of
models were given and of investig
ations of solar flares, x-ray stars and
pulsars.
The problems of wave propagation
in plasmas have now been treated
extensively for 30 years and are
predictable in linear approximation,
from both the theoretical and the
experimental points of view. The non
linear processes affecting wave pro
pagation are less well-known.
Recent progress In this vast field,
which for the moment attracts con
siderable Interest among scientists,
was outlined by J.L. Delcroix (Orsay).
The lecture treated the problems of
wave-wave coupling and decay with
associated instabilities, particle-wave
coupling and particle trapping by
large-amplitude waves, as well as the
formation of solitary waves (solitons)
and shock waves.
Second session
The second session on plasma phys
ics contained two talks : Collisionless
Shocks and Plasma Turbulence by
J.W.M. Paul and Numerical Simulation
of Plasma Phenomena by K.V. Ro
berts, both from Culham Laboratory.
These gave the audience an excellent
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introduction to important trends in
plasma physics: the study of turbulent
transport phenomena and the intro
duction of computational physics in
support of plasma theory and experi
ments.
Paul led up to his subject by raising
the question : ‘How can shocks dissi
pate without particle collisions ?’ In
high temperature plasmas, interaction
between charged particles very often
proceeds through non-linear inter
actions of waves, that is, through
collective phenomena, rather than
through binary collisions. The theory
for weak turbulence provides esti
mates of effective transport coeffi
cients in that regime ; no such theory
is available for the strong turbulence
regime. Scattering of laser light and
emission of electromagnetic radiation
from turbulent plasmas show fluctu
ation spectra in general agreement
with Kadomtzev’s theory, which is also
supported by measurements of plasma
resistivity. Thus, laboratory plasma
physics has laid a basis for under
standing what has been named ‘ano
malous’ but appears to be rather nor
mal behaviour, also of cosmical plas
mas.
Roberts mentioned a number of
areas in which computational physics
is supporting plasma theory and ex
periment, and identified three fields,
namely initial-value problems,
equilibrium configurations,
stability of equilibrium states,
in which major computational efforts
have taken place. Further, in direct
support of the design of experiments,
magnetic fields, particle orbits and
optimized machine parameters have
been computed by several groups.
One- and two-dimensional plasmas
can be simulated by direct inte
gration of equations of motion for
a large number of particles. In three
dimensions, the computer time re
quired would be prohibitive, so that
one has to resort to a macroscopic
description of the plasma. The speaker
indicated conditions under which
results become inaccurate or numeri
cal instabilities occur, and went on to
suggest various methods to eliminate
degrees of freedom or to modify
space- or time-scales in order to
render problems amenable for com
puter simulation. Robert’s talk was
followed by a film showing the results
of computations on some hydrody
namic vorticity phenomena which are
analogous to the motion of magnet
ized plasmas in phase space. It was
striking to see instabilities leading to
the formation of new and apparently
stable equilibria, a phenomenon also
seen in certain fusion experiments.
8

Quantum Electronics

related fields like detectors, modu
(report of first session by W. Kaiser lators and fibre optical transmission
(Chairman) and of the second session lines, makes the semiconductor laser
by K.P. Meyer (Chairman) and M. very attractive and very promising for
communications systems. The remain
Keller)
ing drawback is the relatively short
First session
lifetime of the laser due either to
High Power Double Discharge TEA catastrophic self-damage or to slow
Lasers. M. Michon (Marcoussis) pre degradation effects.
sented detailed theoretical and experi
The paper Self-focusing and Self
mental investigations of high power trapping given by O. Svelto (Milan)
C02 lasers. The TEA laser system of a dealt with a group of nonlinear op
marketed device produced 300 MW for tical effects. If the polarization in
60 ns. Monomode operation was duced in a material is described by a
achieved in a 12-element system where series expansion in terms of powers of
the successive elements are twisted the field of the incident light wave, the
by 30° with respect to each other. The terms containing the third and higher
speaker predicted a next generation odd orders of the field can be shown
device to emit 104J.
to induce polarization source terms at
Tunable Infrared Sources. S.D. Smith the fundamental frequency, thus giving
(Edinburgh) discussed the various rise to an action of the light wave
merits of four tunable infrared light upon itself. These self-action effects
sources known at present: the laser are : self-focusing, self-steepening,
diodes, parametric oscillators, stimu self-phasemodulation and self-rotation
lated light scattering by polaritons and of polarization. On the other hand an
by spin reversal. Special emphasis intense light field induces nonlinear
was given to the last subject, the ities in the material : changes in
speaker’s own field of research. polarizability and density. Since all
Examples of the high resolution of the these effects are not yet completely
new tunable infrared light sources understood there is plenty to be done
were presented and a revolution in in future work of both theoretical and
practical importance.
infrared spectroscopy was predicted.
The last paper Laser Produced
Dye Lasers. F.P. Schafer (Gottingen)
Plasmas
and Fusion by S.A. Ramsden
gave a detailed account of the various
dye families which are useful for laser (Hull) showed that the decision to
application. Continuous wave (CW) dye continue research in spite of the de
lasers have been pumped with other ceiving results obtained in 1964 was
lasers. Pumping with incoherent light rewarded. The first evidence of laser
sources is actively pursued at present induced nuclear fusion dates back to
for CW operation in the not too 1968. Since then results steadily im
distant future. The applications of dye proved and further enhancement can
lasers in integrated optics, in holo be expected (eg by using C02 lasers).
graphy and saturation spectroscopy The most important point is that
theoretical values of the laser power
were discussed.
Picosecond Phenomena and their needed for a breakeven controlled
Measurement. D.J. Bradley (Belfast). thermonuclear reaction show a tend
Recently laser dyes have produced ency to decrease whereas the laser
mode-locked pulse trains with light power has achieved increases from
pulses In the picosecond range. The year to year.
two photon fluorescence techniques
Reports on sessions on Physics in
represent a cheap and quick method Astronomy and High Energy and Parti
to estimate the pulse duration. But cle Physics will be published when
care has to be taken in the interpre available.
tation of simple pictures. A more direct
investigation of the very short light
pulses is made possible by an electroEditor: Alex. H. Crawford.
optical streak camera. The per
Editorial Advisory Panel:
formance of this camera was dis
G.-J. Béné, L. Etienne, L. Jansen,
cussed.
E.N. Shaw, B. Southworth.
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